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On the Development of CUHK
An Open Letter from the Vice-Chancellor

This is the first of a series of open letters from the
Vice-Chancellor
to all staff and students, in which
policies and priorities
in the development of the
University
are communicated
to everyone in the
University.

The Chinese University of Hong Kong is a bilingual,
comprehensive university, bom through the amalgamation
of three foundation colleges each with its
own educational ideals bathed in Chinese culture. This
is manifested in its four-year curriculum that has, in
addition to its depth and width of specializations,
general education to provide additional enrichment.' I
was fortunate to join such a university taking up office
about one and half years ago in time to celebrate its
25th anniversary year.
summarized as follows. The Chinese University of
I am taking this opportunity to outline what I
Hong Kong is a bilingual, comprehensive university.
believe are the ideals in a university education,
Its missions are (1) to produce graduates, in increasing
towards which all our staff and students have
numbers, with first and higher degrees of a quality
dedicated themselves these past years. For my part, I
comparable to the best in the world; (2) to serve as a
am adding the experiences of my working life in
knowledge pool for Hong Kong; and (3) to build
industry and in education to these joint efforts to bring
selected infrastructures for Hong Kong in order to
The Chinese University of Hong Kong to its next stage
facilitate the growth of intellect, commerce and
of development. As a researcher, I had the opportunity
industry. To the achievement of these ends, specific
of guiding and working with thousands of university
actions with clear objectives are needed in all our
graduates. It taught me the value of a flexible mind
endeavors.
with strong convictions. As an educator, I believe in
the need to adjust the tenets and principles of
education to meet the challenges as set by a particular
stage of development of our social and technological
order.
Before proceeding further, I like to quote from
Hamlet by William Shakespeare, ‘To thine own self be
true, and it must follow, as the night the day, thou canst
not then be false to any man.'We must be true to our
profession, learning wisely for ourselves and serving
others to the best of our ability. We should as a group,
staff and students alike, assure that labour, honour and
virtue go hand in hand for everyone of us.
The objectives and directions of this university
for the next few crucial years can clearly be
2

Teaching
The quality of teaching depends on the
recognition by students and staff alike, of the essential
purpose of learning. I believe that teaching is to open
the minds of the students and teachers such that all
concerned, gaining comprehension of the academic
subjects, are able to use or apply the knowledge
flexibly, and to know how to look for or acquire
relevant information on the subject. It is definitely not
to memorize facts blindly, or to be able to substitute
knowledge with jargons.
Many improvements must be introduced to
assure high quality teaching even if our resources are

community by providing well-trained graduates as
well as to create certain well chosen infrastructures in
the form of independently funded and separately
managed institutes within the University. These
institutes are in addition to the existing internal
research institutes. They will be able to highlight and
make-ready key technologies for industrial exploitation,
knowledge creation, and intellectual/
commercial developments. The University is funded
by the community. The Institutes are the direct links to
community and form an additional dimension to the
Research
We are living in a dynamic world. Our knowledge role of the University in society. Properly organized,
they will permit strong coupling of the University to
must be constantly upgraded to keep up with
progress. It is imperative for teaching staff to undertake the community and will enable the University to
derive long term financial resource in addition to the
a certain amount of research in order to update his
direct subvention it receives from the Government.
own area of expertise and to put the proper up-to-date
Actions started in this direction include:
perspective in his teaching.
—Setting up a University Development Office
Research is a discipline in learning. The Chinese
to deal with external affairs.
University of Hong Kong must also expand its
- E s t a b l i s h e d the Office of Industrial and
research efforts in some chosen focussed areas to
Business Development which will later be
capitalize on both the talents available and the local
part of the University Development Office.
advantages. Through these efforts, we shall be able not
only to supply future higher degree graduates, but also
- E s t a b l i s h e d Hong Kong Biotechnology
to create areas of excellence in knowledge and
Institute.
technology for Hong Kong. Actions started are:
- P r e p a r i n g the formation of Institutes in
—Creation of research student fellowships with
Business Administration, Sports Medicine,
Material Science.
a view to increasing the number of PhD
candidates.
Student numbers
-Development of joint research projects with
The four-year credit-unit based education
outside universities recognized as centres of
structure of this University has the best potential to
excellence in mainline research areas.
cope well with future educational needs in Hong
-Rationalization of research leave in summer.
Kong. It is being developed to gain the strength and
Research achievements will remain an important
flexibility intrinsic to this system. With modem
criterion for promotion, but the emphasis will be on
management tools and techniques and with our
quality rather than mere quantity. Research as an aid to
resident experience, we should attain lower cost and
good teaching w i l l also be encouraged but the
improved operational efficiency if the size of the
negligence of teaching with over emphasis on research
University can be expanded to considerably larger
will be discourage. It is to be especially noted that
than our present UPGC approved projected size of
having successful research students is an excellent
10,000 students by 1997. We are also the only
indicator of both good teaching and good research.
university in Hong Kong with space suitable for such
Research provides a convenient bridge to the
an expansion. We have proposed a 6% per annum
community. The sum total of research efforts in a
expansion towards an eventual size of 20,000 students
university is a measure of the depth and breadth of a
by the year 2008. This will meet Hong Kong's need for
knowledge pool which the community can tap for a
expanding tertiary sector student places at the same
variety of purposes. Consultancy is an obvious
time. About 2 0 % of the student body is envisaged to be
example of a knowledge pool service.
postgraduate students.
Institutes
For Hong Kong's future, New opportunities
Management structure
must be created for investment to continue to be
Modem universities are complex entities requiring
attracted. In this competitive age, Hong Kong must
the support of an appropriate management
prepare its internal network and infrastructure well.
structure. The Chinese University of Hong Kong has
The University is in a position to contribute to the
adopted a Commonwealth University management

limited. Actions already started are:
—Placing emphasis on good teaching and
teaching responsibilities as one of the primary
promotion criteria.
—Reviewing the structure and size of core
courses for each discipline.
- R e v i e w i n g the purpose and effectiveness of
examinations.
—Matching resource to quality.
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I will be working with many of you directly and
system with mixed professional and academic
through the various academic and administrative
administrators. The system functions flexibly. As new
leaders so that your valuable inputs will guide the
tasks are introduced, the management machinery will
overall plan. Many tasks are awaiting to be started, and
respond and provide the necessary support. This will
started they will be in the next few months. Please
gradually and painlessly evolve the system into the
remember
that we have the mission of building our
appropriate new management structure with a smooth
University
to meet our educational ideals. By the
redeployment of manpower. In the course of the
sweat
of
our
brows we shall accomplish our mission.
evolution some of the current functions w i l l be
This
open
letter provides a broad brush strategic
reorganized or discontinued. The first action to be
plan.
From
time
to time, 1 shall provide further
started will be:
arguments
for
priority
setting and resource allocation
—Reviewing the personnel policy and restructuring
for
the
growing
list
of
actions.
the Personnel Section of the
May I thank you all for your cooperation so far,
Secretariat.
and thank you in advance for your continuing and
redoubled efforts that you will be devoting to the
Triennium planning
advancement of the University and yourselves.
We are starting our 1991-94 triennium planning.

Pipa Ji manuscript,
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Opening of Lady Shaw Building

The Lady Shaw Building, a new academic building,
was formally opened on 12th January at a ceremony
officiated jointly by His Excellency the Governor and
Chancellor of the University, Sir David Wilson, and
the donor of the Building, Sir Run Run Shaw.
The new building located at the University Mall
has a gross area of 13,500 square metres. The
five-storey building houses temporarily the University's
engineering programme and the Hong Kong
Institute of Biotechnology. It is equipped with
teaching facilities for engineering and science studies
as well as student amenities. The first two floors
accommodate carpark spaces while facilities on the
University in response to the urgent need to encourage
upper floors include offices, classrooms, laboratories,
the high-technology based industries that Hong Kong
needs to sustain its fast growing economy.
computer rooms and conference rooms. There are also
six lecture theatres with different capacities. The
For the last three years, our colleagues have
worked
hard to design a broad-based engineering
building was constructed at a total cost approaching
programme
having unique features. It is an integrative
$30 million. This was funded by a donation of $10
programme
based on electronics and computer
million by Sir Run Run Shaw plus interest accrued
science,
the
two
core subjects which are now at the
thereon and a government subvention of $17.6 million.
centre
of
all
engineering
activities. Four areas of
About 250 guests attended the opening
specialization
will
be
offered
in different stages. Apart
ceremony, at which the following speech was
from
electronics
and
computer
science specialization
delivered by Professor Charles K. Kao, Vicewe
have
introduced
information
engineering and we
Chancellor of the University:
will be adding system engineering specialization in
due course. These programmes will produce a new
Sir David, Sir Run Run, honoured guests, ladies and
breed
of engineers, ones who can adapt to rapid
gentlemen,
changes
in modern industry and contribute
It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to this
significantly
to Hong Kong's future needs. This year
opening ceremony of the Lady Shaw Building. Lady
we
are
implementing
the engineering programme
Shaw Building is an important new academic building
under
the
Faculty
of
Science. Hopefully the
at this University. With a gross area of 13,500 square
engineering
faculty
itself
will
be set up as soon as we
metres, it provides some much needed teaching
have
resolved
technical
difficulties
with the UPGC. In
facilities as well as more room to accommodate the
fact,
UPGC
has
included
funding
for
the development
expanded programmes in science and technology here
for
this
programme
in
CUHK's
budget
for this current
in this University. I must express our deep gratitude to
triennium
from
1988
to
1991.
Sir Run Run Shaw for his very significant donation
which together with the capital grant we received from
the University and Polytechnic Grants Committee
(UPGC) has enabled us to construct the Lady Shaw
Building in this expanded form.
The timely completion of this building allows
our engineering programme and the extension of our
biotechnology programme to be accommodated.
These programmes have been developed at this

Along with the development of the engineering
programme, we are rapidly increasing our efforts to
link our academic activities with the needs of Hong
Kong community. In addition to our active advisory
committees led by Hong Kong's leaders in the
commercial and industrial sectors, we have established
the Office of Industrial and Business Development to
coordinate and expand our relationships with local and
5

international business organizations and foundations.
Two examples can be cited. The Department of
Electronics has already a consulting unit serving the
community needs. We are also introducing innovative
industry-sponsored international research fellowships
to link our PhD students to industry.
Through the engineering programme, we will
see a much closer working relationship between the
community and the University. Already we have
successes in recruiting good teaching staff and the first
year registration in these courses has been most
encouraging. Over one hundred students have already
enrolled.
The growth and development of the tertiary
education sector for Hong Kong has been placed as a
high priority item as Sir David has emphasized in his
address at the Opening 1988-89 Session of the
Legislative Council. We certainly agree with you, Sir
David, and the increased academic activities as a result
of the addition of this building is just a concrete step in
this direction. The Chinese University is particularly
fortunate in having such a magnificent campus.
Recently we have proposed to the UPGC that we are in
a position to expand to a target student number of
20,000 in the year 2008. This is an extension of the

Pottery figurines
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target figure of 10,000 students by the year 1994 set by
the UPGC. With our flexible credit unit system, this
University w i l l be able to run with greater cost
efficiency with the larger student numbers.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
many people who have worked so extremely hard to
maintain the progress of this project of constructing
the Lady Shaw Building. As we all know labour
shortage in the construction field is acute. The
completion of this building in time for this opening
ceremony is indeed a great achievement. I would like
to thank all involved in the planning and execution of
this project for their hard work and efficiency.
The growth and development of the University
depends to a very large extent on the support of the
government as well as public-spirited individuals and
organizations. This is best exemplified by this building
project we see here. On this happy occasion of the
opening of the Lady Shaw Building, may I once again
thank all those who have supported the University in
the past: Sir David, our chancellor, and Sir Run Run in
particular. I look forward to their continued support in
the future and hope that as liaison and cooperation
with the community sector grows and develops, the
University will achieve its goals with distinction.
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The First General Book Rolls off the Press

Director,

-By T.L. Tsim,
The Chinese University Press

contribution to the
If the primary functions of a university are the creation
sum of human
and dissemination of knowledge, and I for one can
knowledge.
think of no more noble goals for a university, the
The system
primary function of a university press is to assist in the
has worked quite
latter, that is to say, to assist in the dissemination of
well for a number
knowledge, to make sure that knowing is not confined
of years but i t
to a select few but is shared among the world
does restrict the
community, not just in academia but also outside it.
CUP to publishing
However, the creation of knowledge - I am
using that term loosely to mean knowing that which
only the following
is not previously known — must precede its dissemination.
kinds of
And the responsibility for that rests with
publications: (a)
the teachers and researchers — the academics in a
academic works
university. It is only natural, therefore, that when a
of originality and
university reaches maturity, when a lot of research has
(b) dictionaries.
been undertaken, there will be a need for the creation
Then in 1981, the
of a university press to assist in knowledge dissemination.
University established
As far as our University is concerned, such
the Committee on the Development Programme
a point was reached in 1977 when, fourteen years after
for Teaching Material in Chinese and since then a
the University first came into being, the then Vicenumber of textbooks in the Chinese language has been
Chancellor, Dr. Choh-ming Li, found it opportune to
added to our list.
start The Chinese University Press (CUP).
Increasingly, however, it is felt by members of
With the establishment of its own press, the
staff in the University that there may be room for
University is able to share the research findings or
publications which while not being academic works of
academic treatises of its teaching and research staff
originality, nevertheless help in the dissemination or
with other interested parties. The creative function of
popularization of knowledge and experience. The
the University is now complemented by the distributive
books which immediately spring to mind under this
function, so that the transmission of
category are those which attempt to explain sophisticated
knowledge is no longer confined to teaching within
and difficult theories or academic treatises in
our own campus but extends beyond it.
the kind of everyday language which most people can
The academic community thrives on intellectual
understand. But we need not be restricted to these
exchange, debate and discussion. The really good
alone.
theories in the sciences and social sciences, like the
To accommodate such a niche in the publishing
most illuminating works in the humanities, should be
industry, therefore, we at the CUP have conceived the
able to stand up to the closest scrutiny. This is why,
General Books Publication Programme. The first
like other university presses, the CUP operates a
publication under this series rolled off the press in May
referee system whereby all academic manuscripts are
1989. This is the book entitled Students' Activities
subjected to external assessment, and the reader
Handbook (學生活動手册）edited by Mrs. Grace
is asked to comment, among other things, on the
Chow, Deputy Director of Student Affairs. Other
manuscript's originality, academic content and
books will follow as we have now eleven publications
7

under various stages of publication.
The whole concept of a General Books
Publication Programme was first discussed at the
Senate Committee on University Press in the autumn
of 1988, shortly after our Vice-Chancellor took up his
appointment at the University. The Committee gave its
blessings and the proposal then went to the University
Senate. After it got passed the Senate, The Chinese
University Press started recruiting new staff to cope
with the projected expansion. One million dollars have
been set aside from the CUP's Revolving Fund as seed
money to enable the new operation to get off the
ground. In the long run, of course, the whole project is
expected to be self-financing.
Unlike academic books, therefore, which The
University Press will continue to publish even if they
are money losers, one of the criteria for determining
whether or not to publish a general book is that of
marketability. For general books, the minimum
print-run is 3,000 and the production time is six
months. If a publication is unlikely to sell that many
copies or if its production is so complicated and
time-consuming that it is likely to cost a lot of money,

Pleated
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then it would not be considered under the General
Books Publication Programme. It might still be
published, however, as an academic book, if it meets
the publication criteria for such publications.
General books need not be externally assessed
but must be endorsed by an editorial sub-committee
made up of the following people:
Dr. F.C. Chen (Chairman)
Mr. T.C. Lai
Dr. Francis K. Pan
Dr. Philip Shen
Mr. T.L. Tsim (Secretary)
The idea is to make sure that the books published
under this programme will be perceived as worthwhile
and useful to the general reading public.
The creation of such a General Books Section
within the CUP has meant that there will be increased
opportunity for our academic, research and administrative
staff to have their works published by The
University Press. It is our hope that more and more
colleagues will avail themselves of the opportunity
and help make this publishing programme a success.

Finds from

the Five Dynasties

to the Qing Periods

in

Guangdong)

University Press Publications
The following books and journal were published by the University Press from September 1988 to February 1989:
(Titles in Chinese)
Hsu Kwan-san: New Historiography since 1900, VoL2 (iv + 330pp., paperback & hardcover)
Kai-sun K w o n g : Towards Open Skies and Uncongested Airports

( x i i + 82pp., paperback)

Lau Siu-kai and Kuan Hsin-chi: The Ethos of the Hong Kong Chinese (xii + 217pp., paperback)
Tian Shou-he: A Guide to Proper Usage of Spoken Chinese (xiv + 183pp., paperback)

Pen-yeh Tsao: The Music of Su-chou T'an-tz'u (xviii + 398pp., hardcover)

(Titles in English)
David Flux: Hong Kong Taxation: Law and Practice (1988-89 Edition) (xxxiv + 522 pp., hardcover)
Shu-hsien L i u and Robert E. Allinson (eds.): Harmony

and Strife: Contemporary

Perspectives, East & West

(X + 327pp., hardcover)
John Minford and Siu-kit Wong (eds.): Classical, Modern and Humane: Essays in Chinese Literature
(xiii + 327pp., hardcover)
Mau-sang Ng: The Russian Hero in Modern Chinese Fiction ( x v i + 332pp., paperback)
A.E. Starling: The Chance of a Lifetime: The Birth of a New Medical School in Hong Kong

(XX + 194pp., paperback)
C.H. Wang: From Ritual to Allegory (xvi + 195pp., hardcover)
(Journal)
Journal of the Institute of Chinese Studies, V o l . 19 (x + 484pp.，paperback)
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News in Brief

Senate Issued

Statement

on the Executive

Council

Decision
The following
is the full text of the statement to
the press adopted by the University
Senate at its
meeting
on 31st January,
1989，issued
by the
University in response to the decision of the Executive
Council concerning the Education Commission Report
No. 3:

The Senate of The Chinese University of Hong
Kong expresses deep disappointment at the decision
by the Executive Council to adopt, in essence, the
recommendations of the Education Commission
Report No. 3 on the structure of tertiary and senior
secondary education, despite the public controversy
and widespread criticism by educationists the Report
aroused and in the absence of clear evidence of the
e f f i c a c y or even p r a c t i c a l i t y of the changes
recommended. The University has always held the
view that six years of secondary education followed by
four years of university education is the best system
for Hong Kong, and that such a system is not
necessarily more costly than a '5+2+3' system; it also
wishes to point out that students should not be denied
the freedom of choosing to receive tertiary education
as soon as they are ready to benefit by it. The
University has already provided ample reasons and
evidence in support of the above views on many
different occasions.
The University notes that there is allowance for
it to adjust to the changes approved by the Executive
Council over a nine-year period ending in 1997.
However, this provision serves merely to delay, but
not to mitigate the serious consequences which the
Executive Council's decision would, if implemented,
eventually have for the University. Besides, the
decision would harm the education of Hong Kong as a
whole, because it would lead to the demise of the
six-year Chinese middle school.
In view of the above, the Senate sees no
convincing reason for changing its previous position
10

on this issue, and feels unable to accept the decision of
the Executive Council in respect of the following two
particular points of policy communicated to the
University by the Secretary of Education and
Manpower on 27th January, 1989:
(i)
at a l l tertiary institutions funded by the
University and Polytechnic Grants Committee
(UPGC), the objective should be for all students to be
accepted for first degree programmes after Secondary
7，following a two-year sixth form course leading to
the A d v a n c e d ( A ) l e v e l e x a m i n a t i o n or to a
combination of A and Intermediate (I) levels;
(ii) the length of first degree courses at all UPGCfunded institutions should in principle be the same for
any given subject.
The University will do everything within its power to
continue admitting students and offering degree
programmes in accordance with its educational goals
and the University Statutes.
The Government also stipulated that the
subvented tertiary institutions should consult the
UPGC on a number of important academic functions,
including the determination of the length of first
degree courses, admission procedure, teaching time,
credit unit system; and that the UPGC was to
implement the government policy decisions and
monitor the progress made. The Senate wishes to point
out that such specific supervisory acts w o u l d
jeopardize the independent advisory role of the UPGC
and place it in an invidious position vis-a-vis the
universities with their own statutory responsibilities.
The University always seeks positive changes in
the education system of Hong Kong. However, it does
believe that the education system is not a matter for
administrative decision alone, and that a large measure
of consensus among academics, educationists and
students themselves is a prerequisite for initiating
far-reaching measures which would affect the future of
millions of young people in schools, colleges and
universities for decades to come. The University
therefore considers it important that public discussion

of the complex issues involved be continued, and it
appeals to all parties concerned to get together with a
view to renewing the common search for a genuine
long-term solution.
Vice-Chancellor

Received Prestigious

Awards

The Vice-Chancellor, Professor Charles K. Kao,
received two important awards in March - the 1989
Faraday Medal awarded by the Institution of Electrical
Engineers (lEE) in the UK and the International Prize
for New Materials by the American Physical Society.
The Faraday Medal was presented to Professor
Letters by the State University of New York at Stony
Kao on 16th March in London in recognition of his
Brook, USA. The ceremony for the conferment of
continuing outstanding work on optical communication,
honorary degree was conducted by Dr. John H.
including early work in establishing the
Marburger, President of the State University of New
feasibility of optical fibre communication systems and
York at Stony Brook, on 12th January immediately
defining the parameters involved. The prestigious
following the opening ceremony of the Lady Shaw
medal was set up by the lEE in 1922 to recognize
Building of this University.
notable scientific and industrial achievement in
electrical engineering or conspicuous service rendered
to the advancement of electrical science. It is awarded
New AIDS Drug Discovered
annually without restriction to nationality, country of
Dr. Hin-wing Yeung, senior lecturer of the
residence, or membership of the Institution. Professor
Department of Biochemistry and director of the
Kao is the first recipient of Chinese origin to receive
Chinese Medicinal Material Research Centre, has
this medal.
discovered a new AIDS drug, GLQ223 in cooperation
On 22nd March, Professor Kao received
with Dr. Michael McGrath of the University of
together with Dr. J.B. MacChesney of ATT Bell Labs
California, San Francisco, and Dr. Jeffrey Lifson and
and Dr. R.D. Maurer of Coming Glass Works, the
Dr. Kou-mou Hwang of the Genelabs Incorporated,
International Prize for New Materials, which was
USA.
awarded for their contributions to the materials
I n l a b o r a t o r y studies, this new drug
research and development that resulted in practical
demonstrated selective inhibition of the human
low loss optical fibres, one of the cornerstones of
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) antigen expression and
optical communications technology. The three
inhibited HIV replication in both T-lymphocytes and
scientists were also the joint recipients of the Morey
macrophage cells. It effectively blocked infection of
Award given by the American Ceramic Society in
both immune cell types in laboratory cultures, unlike
1976 for their contributions to glass sciences.
the more limited effect of other potential anti-HIV
Professor Kao is famed for his pioneering work
drugs and AZT, the only approved drug for treatment
on optical fibres. His subsequent research has helped
of HIV infection.
reshape the whole of the world's telecommunications
This compound has not yet been tested in
network, and optical fibres now dominate all new
patients. However, Genelabs has filed an investigation
telecommunications cable installation. Incidentally
new drug application with the Food and Drug
Hong Kong boasts the highest density of such cables
Administration and it is expected that phase one
beneath its ground and many are waiting anxiously for
clinical trials will begin in early 1989.
the result of the recent bid for cable television to come
out and for an additional network to be installed for the
New Architecture
Programme
purpose. It will make Hong Kong the most advanced
A n Architecture Study Programme w i l l be
communication city of the world.
launched in 1991-92. The University has been invited
by the University and Polytechnic Grants Committee
Sir Run Run and Professor Ma Lin
Honoured
to formulate detailed course proposals for the
establishment of a department of architecture.
Sir Run Run Shaw and Professor Ma Lin were
The new programme aiming at an annual intake
awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane
11

of forty students w i l l complement the existing
programme at the University of Hong Kong to meet
the demand for more locally trained architects in Hong
Kong.
The Architecture Study Programme will be a
welcomed addition to the wide range of academic and
professional disciplines now offered by the University
which is dedicated to providing a comprehensive
higher education programme to serve the community's
multifarious needs. The new programme will also
augment the research and consultancy activities at the
University.
Earlier, the University invited a panel of
internationally renowned academics and practitioners
in architecture to advise it on the planning of the new
course to ensure that the graduates attain the level of
professional competence required for f u l l
accreditation by professional architectural bodies in
Hong Kong and the United Kingdom, and that they
will keep abreast of new architectural design concepts
and modem technology. The new programme will also
place emphasis on management and environmental
and social studies, drawing upon the strength of the
University's bilingual education, its cultural heritage
and its existing courses in fine arts, geography, urban
and regional planning, management, high technology
engineering and computer science.The University's
established links with centres of excellence in China
and overseas will bring additional benefits to the new
programme.
PhD Programme

in Business

Administration

The Senate has approved the proposal to convert
the existing PhD programme in Marketing and
International Business into a new PhD programme in
Business Administration with effect from 1989-90.
The new programme has a wider scope of studies and
offers more functional areas for students to choose
from.
Mr. Hui Yeung Shing Memorial

Endowment

Fund

The University has received a donation of
HK$10 million by the family of the late Mr. Hui
Yeung Shing, former trustee of New Asia College, for
the establishment of the Mr. Hui Yeung Shing
Memorial Endowment Fund, of which $7 million is
from the estate of the late Mr. Hui Yeung Shing, and
$1 m i l l i o n each from his three sons, Mr. Hui
Kwok-hau, Mr. Hui Siu-wing and Mr. Hui Kin-wah.
The donation is to commemorate the close
association of Mr. Hui and his family with New Asia
12

College and the University, and to carry on Mr. Hui's
lifelong efforts in promoting higher education and
cultural development in Hong Kong.
The endowment fund and the income derived
from it will be used by the University for academic and
research activities and other developments.
In recognition of the contributions by Mr. Hui
and his family to the University, a new academic
building will be named ‘Hui Yeung Shing Building'.
Mr. Hui Yeung Shing served as a trustee of New
Asia College from early 1950s until his death in 1981.
His son, Mr. Hui Kwok-hau, has also been elected a
trustee of the College since 1982. Over the years, the
Hui family has rendered continual support to the
University and New Asia College including the
establishment of scholarships and awards as well as a
donation for furnishing the Faculty Reading Room in
the Chien Mu Library of New Asia College.
At a brief ceremony recently took place at the
University, Dr. Dennis Hui, Mr. Ng Chi-fong and Mr.
Hou Yuen-kin represented the Hui Family to present
the donation to the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Charles
K. Kao.
John Fulton

Centre

Completed

The new staff/student centre, John Fulton
Centre, has recently been completed. Certain units in
the Benjamin Franklin Centre moved to their new
homes in March, including the supermarket, the
Stationery Room, the General Office of the Business
Section, the Mail Room, the Bookshop and the Barber
Shop.
Council

News

Council Committees

Dr. the Hon. Peter Poon Wing-cheung has been
appointed to succeed Dr. the Hon. P.C. Woo as
chairman of the Campus Planning and Building
Committee, and the University Tender Board for a
term of three years with effect from 14th December,
1988.
Pro-Vice-Chancellor Reappointed

A t its meeting held on 10th March, the
University Council reappointed Professor Baysung
Hsu Pro-Vice-Chancellor for a term of two years with
retroactive effect from 1st March, 1989.
Patent

Committee

In anticipation of the expansion of research and
development activities particularly in the engineering

and biotechnology f i e l d , and in view of the
establishment of the Office of Industrial and Business
Development which will now serve as the executive
arm on matters related to patents and licensing for
invention and technology transfer, the Standing Patent
Committee has been renamed Patent Committee and
reconstituted as follows:
Chairman

A senior academic staff member to be appointed
by the Vice-Chancellor
Members

(ex-officio)

Dean of Medicine or his representative
Dean of Science or his representative
Dean of Engineering or his representative
(Faculty to be established)
Director, Institute of Science and Technology or
his representative
Director, Hong Kong Institute of Biotechnology
or his representative
Bursar or his representative
Other

Members

Up to two members to be appointed by the
Vice-Chancellor
Director, Office of Industrial and Business
Development (Secretary)
Apart from the ex-officio members, all other
members are appointed for a period of two years and
may be reappointed.
Terms of reference

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

To recommend to the Administrative and
Planning Committee (AAPC) and to review
from time to time guidelines in the handling of
existing and potential inventions and technology
transfer by staff members of the University.
To ensure proper dissemination of University
policy on patents to members of the University.
To help and advise staff on patents and to assist
(where applicable, on a fee-charging basis) in
the filing thereof and in related matters.
To supervise the administration (including
financial administration) of all matters related to
patents in accordance with the established
guidelines.
To submit a report to the A A P C upon
termination of activities with regard to each
invention or discovery brought to its attention
and such other reports as it deems necessary to
the AAPC from time to time.

University

(1)

Members Serving on Outside

Committees

The following members of the University have

been appointed by His Excellency the Governor to
serve on various boards and committees:
*
Professor Charles K. Kao, the Vice-Chancellor,
on the Industry Development Board from 1st January
to 31st December, 1989.
*
Professor S.T. Chang, professor of biology, on
the Marketing Advisory Board from 1st January to
31st December, 1989.
*
Professor P.C. Leung, professor of orthopaedics
and traumatology, on the Council of City Polytechnic
from 1st January, 1989 to 31st December, 1990.
*
M r . Andrew Wong Wang-fat, lecturer in
government and public administration, on the
Vocational Training Council from 1st January, 1989 to
31st December, 1991.
Mr. Wong has also been appointed Non-official
Justice of the Peace for Hong Kong from 16th January,
1989 for such period as he remains in Hong Kong.
Dr. Lam Kin-che, lecturer in geography, on the
*
Environmental Pollution Advisory Committee from
1st December, 1988 to 30th November, 1990.
Mr. Tsim Tak-lung, director of the Chinese
*
University Press, on the Education Commission from
1st January, 1989 to 31st December, 1990.
*
Dr. Winston W.P. Liang, director of the Office
of Industrial and Business Development and senior
lecturer in electronics, on the Hong Kong Productivity
Council from 1st January, 1989.
*
Professor Rance Pui-leung Lee, dean of social
science and professor of sociology, on the
Management Committee of the Police Children's
Education Trust from 1st December, 1988 to 30th
November, 1991.
*
Mrs. Eva L i Ko, senior lecturer in social work,
on the Action Committee Against Narcotics from 1st
January to 31st December, 1989.
*
Professor C.N. Chen, head of Shaw College and
professor of psychiatry, on the Triad Renunciation
Tribunal for a term of one year from 20th December,
1988.
(2) The following members of the University have
been nominated to represent the University on various
boards and committees:
*
The following staff members on the various
training boards/general committees of the Vocational
Training Council for a term of two years from 1st
April, 1989:
Mr. Au Yeung Pak-kuen, senior lecturer in
accounting and finance, on Accountancy
Training Board.
Dr. Lawrence Tai, lecturer in accounting and
finance, on Banking Training Board.
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Mr. Lau Ho-fuk, senior lecturer in marketing
and international business, on Wholesale/
Retail and Import/Export Trades Training
Board.
Dr. Charles F. Steilen, senior lecturer in
marketing and international business, on
Committee on Management and Supervisory
Training.
Dr. Kelvin K.C. Chan, reader in pharmacology,
on Committee on Technical Education.
Dr. Chan Chack-kuen, lecturer in electronics, on
Electronics Industry Training Board.
Dr. Chung Po-sheun, reader in electronics, and
Dr. Edwin Y.B. Pun, lecturer in electronics,
on Committee on Training of Technologists.
Dr. Chan Sin-wai, lecturer in translation, on the
Committee on Translation.
*
Dr. Leung Yee, senior lecturer in geography, on
the School Examinations Board of the Hong Kong
Examinations Authority from 3rd January to 31st
August, 1989.
*
Dr. P.S. Chung, reader in electronics, on the
Electronics Committee of the Industry Department for
a term of one year from 1st January, 1989.
*
Miss Linda Hu, senior assistant registrar
(Academic and Examination Section), on the Advisory
Committee on Qualifications of the Government's
Civil Service Training Division.
*
Professor Choy Chung-loong, professor of
physics, to participate in the United Kingdom Council
for National Academic Awards (CNAA) validation
exercise for the proposed BSc(Hons) in Applied
Physics programme of the City Polytechnic of Hong
Kong from 13th to 15th March.
*
Mr. Lau Ho-fuk, senior lecturer in marketing
and international business, to participate in the CNAA
representative validation exercise for the proposed B A
in Clothing Studies programme of the Hong Kong
Polytechnic from 19th to 23rd March.
Professorial

Inaugural

Lecture

Professor R. Swaminathan, professor of
chemical pathology, delivered his inaugural lecture
entitled 'Chemical Pathology — a Balancing Act’ on
3rd March.
New UPGC

Members

The following persons have been appointed
members of the University and Polytechnic Grants
Committee (UPGC) for a period of three years from
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1st April, 1989:
Professor E.R. Oxburgh, head of Department of
Earth Sciences, Cambridge University
Professor Sir Colin Dollery，professor of
medicine, Royal Postgraduate Medical
School, University of London.
Reopening

of the Universities

Service

Centre

The University has reached agreement with the
American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) to
take over management of the Universities Service
Centre (USC), which was removed from its Argyle
Street premises last June, The Centre, now temporarily
relocated to the Central Library Building on CUHK
campus, resumed partial service to qualified scholars
from 16th January, 1989.
Established since 1963，USC has provided office
accommodation and professional assistance to several
generations of international scholars who came to
Hong Kong for a great variety of research work on
contemporary China. As a result, the centre has built
up an extensive library holding of books and other
original materials published in China, including over
400 newspapers and 1,000 journals and magazines.
For a number of years, The Chinese University has
been in touch with ACLS, exploring the possibility of
providing a permanent institutional base for the centre
here in Hong Kong, and the two parties successfully
concluded their negotiations in 1988. By agreement,
the University will fund and manage the centre for the
next three years, during which the centre will be fully
maintained for use by all qualified international
scholars. At the end of the three-year period, it is
expected that a final decision w i l l be made to locate
the centre permanently at the University.
The University is presently submitting to the
UPGC a plan for expanding the centre into a
full-fledged library of Modem Chinese Studies, which
would, if approved, become a major repository of
original source materials as well as a complete
research library for studies of modem China. It will
also continue to provide a full range of services to both
international and local scholars.
The centre is now under the directorship of Dr.
H.C. Kuan, reader in government and public
administration. Ms. Jean K.M. Hung, who has long
been associated with USC, now serves as the assistant
to the director. The policy and overall direction of the
centre rests with an advisory committee consisting of
academics from both local universities as well as
ACLS representatives.

Achievement

of a Visiting

Postgraduate from

China

A former visiting postgraduate student, Mr.
Yang Jin Ming, from the Department of Pharmacology
of the Shanghai Medical University was recently
conferred a PhD degree on his work on 'Studies on the
Pharmacokinetics and Drug Metabolism of Ethmozine
in Human and Animals', and became the first Doctor
of Philosophy in the field of clinical pharmacology in
China.
Sponsored by the Beijing and Hong Kong
Academic Exchange Centre, Dr. Yang had stayed at
The Chinese University for eight months in 1988 and
worked under the supervision of Dr. Kelvin Chan,
reader in pharmacology. A major part of his PhD
thesis is the result of his research work at the
University.
Chung Chi Staged Environmental

Protection

Week

The Environmental Committee of the Chung
Chi College staged an Environmental Protection Week
from 27th February to 4th March to enhance students'
concern about the harmony between life and nature,
and to call for greater attention to environmental
protection matters.
Activities of the Environmental Protection
Week included an exhibition, talks on environmental
protection by academics of the University, an evening
service, College Assembly with Dr. Man See Wai of
the Conservancy Association as guest speaker, and
clean campus campaign in the afternoon of 4th March.
Shaw College Celebrated Founder's

Day

Shaw College celebrated its first Founder's Day
on 11th and 12th January.
The celebration included a staff and students
dinner gathering and a variety show at the Sir Run Run
Shaw Hall on 11th January. A tea reception was held
on 12th January at the University Guest House. Sir
Run Run Shaw, patron of the college, together with
Professor Charles K. Kao, the Vice-Chancellor, Mr.
Teng Teng, vice-minister of the Chinese State
Education Commission, Professor Ma Lin, chairman
of the Shaw College Board of Trustees, Miss Mona
Fong, college trustee, Professor C.N. Chen, college
head, Dr. K.P. Fung, college dean of students, and
student representatives officiated at a cake-cutting
ceremony. The reception was attended by many
distinguished guests including a seventy-nine-member
delegation from twenty-six universities in China, Dr.
John H. Marburger and Mr. Edgar Sandman from the

State University of New York at Stony Brook.
Debating

Contest

18th Intervarsity Debating Contest
The 18th Intervarsity Debating Contest, an
annual debating function between students of the
University of Hong Kong and The Chinese University
of Hong Kong, was held on 4th March at the Chung
Chi Chapel. The University of Hong Kong team won
the contest.
The contest was first instituted in 1972 to
promote interaction, communication and cooperation
between students of the two universities, and to
promote interest i n debating activities at the
universities.
The contest this year is sponsored by The
H o n g k o n g Bank Foundation. The panel of
adjudication included Mr. Denis Chang, Miss Emily
Lau, Mr. Martin Lee, Mr. Brian Renwick and Mr.
Roderick Woo.
Inter-postsecondary Debate
The debating team of this University beat its
counterpart, the University of Hong Kong, in the finals
of the sixth annual inter-postsecondary debate which
took place on 12th March and captured the prize
trophy. This is the first time the CUHK team has won
in the competition.
The motion of the debate was ‘The Urban
Council and Regional Council Should Merge', and the
CU team were speaking against the motion.
Judges of the debate included Mr. Leung
Chun-ying, Secretary-General of the Basic Law
Consultative Committee; Mr. Ho Sai-chu, Legco
member; Mr. Alan Hoo, member of Hong Kong
Barristers Association; Mr. Simon Chan, member of
Hong Kong Law Society; and Mr. Simon Lun,
Assistant Director of Broadcasting, RTHK.
The debate was organized by RTHK and the
Hong Kong Federation of Students to train students to
use their analytical power and think independently.
Nine postsecondary institutions took part in this
competition.
Shell Cup Tennis

Tournament

The annual Shell Cup Tennis Tournament
between the University's staff team and the student
team was held on 14th February.
Nine sets of doubles were played and the staff
team defeated the students with a final score of seven
to two.
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Cultural Events

*
The Department of Chemistry organized the
following seminars:
— D r . Ying Hung So, M.E. Pruitt Research
Center of the Dow Chemical Company,
USA, spoke on Thermally Stable Polymers'
on 3rd January.
— D r . L o u i s M . Leung, Department of
Chemistry, Hong Kong Baptist College,
spoke on ' M i c r o d o m a i n Structure of
Polyurethane' on 3rd March.
- P r o f e s s o r Paul J. Scheuer, Department of
Chemistry, University of Hawaii at Manoa,
spoke on ‘Biosynthesis in Marine Sponges'
on 10th March. The seminar was jointly
organized with the Chinese Medicinal
Material Research Centre.
—Professor Huang Wenhong, Department of
Chemistry, Zhongshan University, China,
spoke on ‘Synthesis of Dissymmetric Biaryl
Compounds' on 17th March.
*
The Faculty of Business Administration hosted
two international conferences sponsored by the Fung
King Hey Memorial Research Fund, the Beijing-Hong
Kong Academic Exchange Centre, and Mr. Liu
Jinbiao of the Giant Manufacturing Company Limited:
- A n
International
Conference
on
Entrepreneurship held from 3rd to 4th
January, where scholars and entrepreneurs
from different parts of the world participated
and examined the experiences of
entrepreneurs in China, Taiwan and Hong
Kong.
—The Symposium of Economic Development:
China Experiences, held from 6th to 7th
January, where the economic development
policy of China and Taiwan and the prospect
of regional economic development were
among topics discussed.
*
The Research Centre for Translation of the
University and the Commercial Press (HK) Ltd. jointly
sponsored the 'Fifteen Years of Renditions, exhibition
from 3rd to 5th January, in the exhibition room of the
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Press. Lady Wilson officiated at the opening
ceremony.
Renditions is a literary Chinese-English
translation magazine published since 1973 by the
Research Centre for Translation of the University.
Highlighting the exhibition was a special issue of
Renditions on Hong Kong (December 1988), with
literary works spanning the history of Hong Kong
from its emergence as an international financial centre
to its future status as part of China. Renditions Books
and Renditions Paperbacks, a series of book-length
translations of modem and classical Chinese literature
launched since 1986, were also on display.
Over the past fifteen years, Renditions has been
striving to make Chinese literature in English a
pleasure to read. Its high standard of excellence has
won Renditions the respect of scholars world-wide,
while the lively, readable quality of the translations
has attracted the general reader as well. Probably no
other source of Chinese literature in English offers
such an extraordinary range of classical and
contemporary fiction, drama, prose and poetry. The
fifteen years' publishing achievement on display in the
Exhibition represented a strong commitment to
b r i n g i n g the best of a great t r a d i t i o n to an
English-reading public.
*
Chung Chi College invited Professor Qian Jiaju,
a well-known economist from China, for a visit to the
College from 9th January to 3rd February, as its
Siu-lien Ling Wong Visiting Scholar (1988-89).
Professor Qian delivered a public lecture entitled The
Reform of Chinese Economic System - Retrospect and
Prospect' on 13th January.
*
The Department of Music organized the
following activities:
— A piano-zheng lecture-recital by Jimmy Sun
Ngan on 11th January.
—Maurice Ravel song-and-piano lecture-recital
by Ruth Wilcox (soprano) and Siglind Bruhn
(piano) on 18th January.
— V o c a l recital by Ms. Chan Siu-kwan,
soprano, on 27th February, with Ms. Irene
Yip Chiu Leung at the piano.
- T e n o r recital by Mr. L i Lie Gang on 20th
March.
- T h e following lecture-demonstrations were
presented by the Chinese Music Archive:
Professor He Chang-lin of the Institute of
T r a d i t i o n a l Chinese Music spoke on
'Bibliographical Studies and Fieldwork’ on
18th March.

Professor Yuan Jing-fang of the Central
Conservatory of Music spoke on 'Model
Analysis in Traditional Music' and ‘The
Study of Buddhist Music in C h i n a '
respectively on 22nd and 23rd March.
*
The following scholars visited New Asia
College early this year:
Ming Yu Visiting

Scholars

—Professor M e l v i n Cohen, professor of
biology, Yale University, visited the College
from 17th to 24th January and delivered a
lecture on 'Changes in Form and Function of
Central Nerve Cells after Injury' on 24th
January.
—Professor Jack Goody, professor emeritus,
Department of Anthropology, Cambridge
University, visited the College on 15th
February and gave a lecture on
'Anthropology, History and the Family'.
-Professor Shi Qing-qi, vice-director, Institute
of Planned Economy, State Planning
Commission, China, visited the College from
28th March to 2nd April.
S.Y. Chung Visiting

Scholar

-Professor Wolfgang Schluchter, professor of
sociology, Heidelburg University, West
Germany, visited the College from 31st
January to 25th February and gave a lecture
on 'Confucianism and Capitalism: Max
Weber's Study of Imperial China' on 20th
February.
*
The Centre for Contemporary Asian Studies and
the Japanese Studies Section jointly organized a
lecture on 'Japan's Development and Confucianism'
on 18th January. The speaker was Professor Egashira
Kazuma of Nihon University, Japan.

—Professor He Yaohua, associate director, The
Academy of Social Sciences of Yunnan
Province, China, spoke on ‘Folk Cults of
Tibetan Tribes in Southwestern Sichuan' on
8th March, in a lecture jointly organized with
the Department of Archaeology.
- M r . L i u Xinwu, chief editor of Renmin
Wenxue, spoke on The Creative Directions
of Contemporary Mainland Chinese Writers'
on 22nd March.
*
Chung Chi College held its annual Educational
Conference 1988-89 on 20th January. Professor Qian
Jiaju, well-known economist from China, Dr. Sung
Yun Wing, senior lecturer in economics, CUHK, and
Mr. Henry Woo, chairman of the Hong Kong Institute
of Economic Science were panelists of the conference
on the theme 'Man and the Economy', and Dr. Philip
Fu, reader in accounting and finance, CUHK, was the
moderator of the panel discussions.
The Department of Physics organized a seminar
*
on 23rd January. Professor Yu Lu of the Institute of
Theoretical Physics, Beijing, and the International
Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, spoke on
‘Current Status of the Theory of High T Superconductivity'.
*
The Department of Paediatrics presented a
lecture on 24th January on ‘Children Who Smoke Actively or Passively'. The speaker was Dr. Judith
Mackay, executive director of Hong Kong Council on
Smoking and Health.
*
The United College held its annual workshop of
1989 on 10th February.
Panel discussion on the theme 'The Hong Kong
Mind' was moderated by the college head, Professor
C.Y. Lee. The panelists included Professor T.C. Chen,
professor of electronics and computer science; Dr.
Y.S. Leung, senior lecturer in philosophy and religion,
Hong Kong Baptist College; Mr. T.L. Lui, lecturer in
sociology; Dr. Byron S.J. Weng, reader in government
and public administration; and Mr. Wong Chi Wai,
president of 1988 United College Students' Union.

*
The Institute of Chinese Studies organized the
following lectures:
-Professor Chao Chung-fu, research fellow of
the Institute of Modem History, Academia
Sinica, Taiwan, spoke on 'The Bearded
Bandits of Manchuria' on 18th January, in a
lecture jointly organized with the Department
*
The Department of General Business Management
of History.
and Personnel Management organized a seminar
— P r o f e s s o r Su B a i , chairman of the
on 10th March. Professor Thomas G. Gutteridge, dean
Department of Archaeology, Peking University,and professor of management, College of Business and
China, spoke on The Dates of Early
Administration, Southern Illinois University at
Caves at Dunhuang Cave Temple' on 30th
Carbondale, spoke on ‘ AACSB Accreditation Policies
January.
and Their Impact on Business Education'.
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*
The University Health Service, University
Student Union, United College Student Union and
Medical Society jointly organized a health campaign Emergency Care, which took place from 13th to 23rd
March. The campaign attempted to enhance general
awareness of the management of different types of
emergencies and the application of simple first aid
before the availability of medical care.
The programme of the campaign included an
exhibition on emergency care with a first aid video
show and cardio p u l m o n a r y resuscitation
demonstration. The following seminars were also
held:
(1) Traumatic Emergency', conducted by Dr. Kwa
Will-pong, Matthew, Consultant, Accident and
Emergency Department, United Christian
Hospital.
(2) 'Medical Emergency', conducted by Dr. Lau
Fei-lung, senior medical officer, Accident and
Emergency Department, United Christian
Hospital.
An exhibition of 'Archaeological Finds from the
*
Five Dynasties to the Qing Periods in Guangdong'
commenced from 18th March at the Art Gallery to
continue until 14th May. A preview of the exhibition
was held on 17th March and Dr. Solomon Bard
officiated at the opening ceremony.
Jointly organized by the Guangdong Provincial
Museum and the Art Gallery, the exhibition features
112 items of food and water utensils, storage jars,
funeral objects, architectural parts, tools, mirrors,
coins, clothing, ornaments, fans, scholar's articles,
dramatic script and sculptures. Most of the exhibits
have been excavated from various archaeological sites
in the Guangdong Province. Twelve are however
items from local archaeological finds.
A fully-illustrated catalogue of more than 200
pages with colour plates is available for sale at the
Gallery.
*
Professor Ky Fan, emeritus professor in
mathematics, University of California at Santa
Barbara, visited the United College as its 1988-89
Distinguished Visiting Scholar from 29th March to
11th April. During his stay, Professor Fan gave three
public lectures:
- ' G a m e Theory and Its Influences' on 31st
March;
—‘Analytic Functions of Linear Operators' on
3rd April; and
— ‘ Convexity Theorems in Fixed Point Theory ‘
on 7th April.
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1988 Freshmen in Profile
The annual survey on new students of the University
conducted by the Office of Student Affairs revealed
statistics that presented an interesting profile of the
student population. Of the 1,531 full-time first-year
students admitted to the University in the academic
year 1888-89, 98.9% of them responded to the survey
while all of the 179 part-time students also
participated.*
Freshmen of the Full-time Programmes
Statistics revealed that the overall male to
female ratio among the freshmen is 1:1.1. However,
male students still form the majority in the Faculty of
Medicine (86.1%) and the Faculty of Science (76%).
The average age of the students is 18.3 years, while
male and female averages are 18.4 and 18.1
respectively. Some 72% of the students profess no
religious belief. The others are mainly Protestants
(21.1%) and Catholics (6.3%).
Freshmen in general have had an active
non-academic life before entering the University:
99.3% of them having participated in various
extracurricular activities at school, and 82.8% having
travelled outside Hong Kong. 4.4% of the freshmen
have had the experience of full-time employment,
10.9% the experience of part-time employment and
60.7% the experience of summer work prior to
entering university.
W i t h respect to the level of educational
attainment of student parents, it was found that 21.7%
of the fathers and 14.3% of the mothers received
education to tertiary level. 34.3% of the fathers and
28.4% of the mothers were educated to secondary
standard, while less than half of the parents received
only primary school education. Of the parents'
occupations, 22% of the fathers are production-related
workers/drivers, 16.2% of them store-owners or
merchants, 12% professionals or in managerial
positions. A large majority of the mothers (55.6%) are
housewives, while 19.4% of them are employed as
production-related workers.

The survey revealed that freshmen came from
families with a monthly household income in the
average of $8,061. Over 92% of the freshmen have to
rely in varying degrees on their families for financial
support. 48.7% of them also indicated the need for
government grants and loans. 43% of them plan to take
up summer or part-time work to help provide for their
education expenses.
49.8% of the freshmen live in Kowloon, 27.3%
of them in the New Territories and 22.5% on Hong
Kong Island. 38.9% of the freshmen live in public
housing estates, representing a decrease of 1.3%
compared with the previous year's figure. The average
household size is 5.1 persons. The overall average
living area per person is 7.8 square metres, which is
slightly higher than that of the previous year (7.6
square metres). However, nearly half of the freshmen
(42.9%) do not have a favourable study environment at
home. About 74% of the freshmen therefore expressed
a strong need for campus accommodation, according
to the survey.
As many as 97% of the students surveyed have
chosen their major programmes out of an interest in
the subject fields. 82.8% of the participants in the
survey believed that their chosen major would lead to
promising careers. Examination results have played a
part in the choice of majors for 57.6% of the freshmen,
and 24% of them were influenced by family
expectations. About 97% of the respondents hoped to
study a subject of their own interest in university.
Some 93% of them expected to obtain specialized
training in university, and 89% expected a university
education to assist them in perfecting their human
nature. About 81% of the students place emphasis on
acquiring an all-round education, while most of them
also expressed a keen interest in extracurricular
activities. Nearly 87% suggested that they would
participate in academic activities outside the formal
curriculum. 77.5% of them expressed interest in
activities related to arts and crafts, and 31.5%
indicated that they would participate in Student Union
activities.

* Enrolment figures as of 30th October, 1988
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As regards future employment expectations,
41.9% of the freshmen cited administrative /
management as their top preference, followed by
teaching (36.9%), research (29.4%), computer/data
processing (16.3%) and social services (13.9%).
Part-time Degree Programmes
Freshmen of the Part-time Degree Programmes
are different from their full-time counterparts in a
variety of ways. They are older, with an age range
between 23 and 49，while the average is 29.3 years.
Female and male are about equally represented at a
split of 46.9% and 53.1%. Unlike their full-time
counterparts, a large proportion of these part-time
students are married (38%). Of these 66.2% have one
or more children.
Nearly half of the new students reported that
they had, at one time or another, attended
post-secondary institutions after secondary schooling,
while 39.1% had already graduated from Colleges of
Education. About 16% took courses organized by
various institutions, such as the extramural courses
offered by the two universities. The survey found that
the 1988 entrants to the Part-time Degree Programmes
appeared to be a group of highly motivated learners.
The new part-time students come from four
major occupational sectors. 22.3% of them work in
various government units, 39.7% come from the
education sector, 24% from commerce and industry,
and 8.9% serve in various social service organizations.
Most of these students chose to enrol in a subject that
relates to their work. 59% of students enrolled in the
Chinese-English Programme, 69.2% of those in the
Music Programme and 94.4% of those in the Primary
Education Programme are from the teaching
profession. In the Social Work Programme, about half
of the students are in-service social workers. Finally,
73.6% of the students in the Business Administration
Programme come from the commerce and industry
sector.
Over half of the students (52%) have had
working experience of less than six years, while 32.4%
of them have worked for over ten years. About 18% of
the new students have monthly salaries below $6,000
while 40% earn over $9,000 per month, the average
being $9,053. As for the financing of university
education, over 80% of the respondents reported that
the major source of the fund came from their own
personal income, while others relied on allowances
from employers (10.1%), personal savings (3.9%), and
assistance from family members (1.7%).
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Personalia
(From 1st January to 31st March, 1989)

I. Honorary

Appointment

Professor Gerald H. Choa
Honorary Adviser to the Vice-Chancellor

II. Concurrent

Appointment

Dr. Paul C.K. Kwong
Associate Director, Office of Industrial and
Business Development

III. Appointments
Academic Staff
Faculty of Arts

Dr. Victor W.K. Chan
Lecturer in Music
Mr. Chan Hung-kan
Assistant Lecturer in Chinese Language and
Literature
Mr. Hong Po-man
Instructor in Chinese Language and Literature
Mr. Tsang Chi-hung
Instructor in Chinese Language and Literature
Faculty of Business

Administration

Mr. Andrew G. Piper
Senior Lecturer in Accounting and Finance
Faculty of Medicine

Professor John A. Gosling
Professor of Anatomy
Professor Alexander C. Wallace
Visiting Professor of Morbid Anatomy
Dr. Augustine F.B. Cheng
Senior Lecturer in Microbiology
Dr. Terence T.H. Lao
Senior Lecturer in Obstetrics and Gynaecology

Mr. Joseph W.Y. Lau
Senior Lecturer in Surgery
Dr. Lloyd J. McGuire
Senior Lecturer in Morbid Anatomy
Dr. Wong Tze-wai
Senior Lecturer in Community and Family
Medicine
Dr. Ellis W. Clarke
Visiting Senior Lecturer in Physiology
Dr. Chan Yan-keung
Lecturer in Clinical Pharmacology
Dr. Tony Gin
Lecturer in Anaesthesia and Intensive Care
Dr. Kenneth K.H. Lee
Lecturer in Anatomy
Dr. Leung Sing-fai
Lecturer in Clinical Oncology
Dr. Tony K.H. Chung
Visiting Lecturer in Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Dr. Michael C. Ewart
Visiting Lecturer in Anaesthesia and Intensive
Care
Mr. Safi U. Rehman
Visiting Lecturer in Surgery
Dr. Miles G. Williams
Visiting Lecturer in Medicine
Dr. Vincent T.F. Yeung
Visiting Lecturer in Medicine
Dr. Philip W. Allen
Visiting Scholar, Department of Morbid Anatomy
Dr. Chan Hok-sum
Honorary Clinical Lecturer in Medicine
Dr. Chan Yuk-wah
Honorary Clinical Lecturer in Medicine
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Mr. Cheung Hui-kwan
Administrative Assistant, Personnel Section,
Secretariat

Dr. Kay Chiu-san
Honorary Clinical Lecturer in Medicine
Dr. Eric K.M. Lam

Miss Fung Chi-to
Computer Officer, Faculty of Medicine

Honorary Clinical Lecturer in Medicine
Dr. Lee Hon-kwan
Honorary Clinical Lecturer in Paediatrics
Mr. Michael K.W. L i
Honorary Clinical Lecturer in Surgery

Mrs. Susanna S.S. Tsang
Project Officer, Office of Industrial and
Business Development
Dr. Hui Ping-wai
Scientific Officer, Department of Orthopaedics
and Traumatology

Dr. Ronald S.C. Szeto
Honorary Clinical Lecturer in Medicine
Dr. Tarn Tak-cheong
Honorary Clinical Lecturer in Medicine

Mr. Choi Tak-wah
Executive Officer II, Dean of Students' Office,

Dr. Ting Soo-moi
Honorary Clinical Lecturer in Medicine
Dr. Andrew K.M. Wong
Honorary Clinical Lecturer in Medicine
Dr. Wong Chi-fong
Honorary Clinical Lecturer in Medicine
Mr. Eddie K.M. Shen
Honorary Lecturer in Psychiatry

Chung Chi College
Mrs. Caroline C.H. Wong
Executive Office II, Office of Student Affairs
Miss Wong Ching-yu
Assistant Editor, University Press
Mr. Kwong Chi-nam
Buildings Assistant, Buildings Office
Mr. Thomas S. Wood
Environmental Officer, Department of Biology

Faculty of Science

Professor Frank F. Tsui
Visiting Professor of Information Engineering

Research Staff

Dr. Hark Sui-hong
Lecturer in Physics

Dr. Virgilio P. Banez
Research Associate, Department of Medicine

Dr. Hsu Chung-chi
Lecturer in Electronics

Dr. Chiu Siu-wai
Honorary Research Associate, Department of
Biology

Mr. Dominic Y.H. Lee
Lecturer in Computer Science
Dr. Clement T.Y. Shin
Lecturer in Computer Science
Faculty of Social Science

Dr. Ronald J. Neller
Lecturer in Geography
Dr. Lo Ven-hwei
Visiting Lecturer in Journalism and Communication
Mr. Tang Wing-shing
Assistant Lecturer in Geography
Mr. Mok Hing-luen
Part-time Field Instructor in Social Work
School of

Education

Ms. Grace C.L. Mak
Assistant Lecturer
Administrative Staff
Mr. Luk Wui-fung
Architect, Buildings Office
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IV.

Promotions
Academic Staff
Professor Choy Chung-loong
Professor of Physics
Dr. Chung Po-sheun
Reader in Electronics
Dr. Lai Kar-neng
Reader in Medicine
Dr. John M. Low
Senior Lecturer in Anaesthesia and Intensive
Care
Dr. Lawrence S.T. Tai
Senior Lecturer in Accounting and Finance
Administrative Staff
Mr. Alan Y.S. Ho
Associate Director, Computer Services Centre

Profiles

Dr. Walter W . K . King
Senior Lecturer,
Department of Surgery

Dr. Walter W.K. King
received his secondary
school education in
Hong Kong and at
Repton School, England
before he went to
the U n i t e d States
of America in 1968.
After graduating from
the U n i v e r s i t y
of
Wisconsin, Madison with honours in biochemistry in
1971, he studied medicine at Vanderbilt University
School of Medicine in Nashville, Tennessee and
received his doctor of medicine (MD) degree in 1975.
He did a year of internship in internal medicine at
Vanderbilt University Hospital under Dr. Grant W.
Liddle. Between 1976 and 1980，he received
postgraduate training in general surgery at the State
University of New York at Stony Brook, where he was
chief resident in surgery from 1979 to 1980. Between
1980 and 1982, he was clinical assistant in surgery at
Massachusetts General Hospital, clinical fellow in
surgery, Harvard Medical School, and research fellow
at Shriners Bums Institute, all at Boston. In 1981, he
was certified as a specialist in general surgery by the
American Board of Surgery. In 1982, he was
appointed assistant director, nutritional support unit,
Massachusetts General Hospital. Between 1982 and
1983，he became fellow in head and neck surgery at
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York.
He was appointed assistant professor of surgery at
State University of New York at Stony Brook and
consultant surgeon at N o r t h p o r t Veterans'
Administration Medical Center in 1983. In 1984, Dr.
King was invited to be visiting fellow at Stanford
University Medical Center.
Dr. King joined The Chinese University of Hong
Kong as lecturer in surgery in 1984 and was

reappointed senior lecturer in surgery in 1988.
Between 1986 and 1987 Dr. King was on special leave
to serve as fellow in surgery at the Massachusetts
General Hospital and the Harvard Medical School to
work on bums, facial and reconstructive surgery. Dr.
King has wide clinical interests in head and neck
surgery, facial and reconstructive surgery, bums
surgery and endocrine surgery. His research interests
include n u t r i t i o n and metabolism, chemical
carcinogenesis, cultured human epidermis and tongue
cancer. Dr. King is currently chief of the head and
neck unit, nutritional support unit, and bums unit of
the department of surgery, and consultant in head and
neck surgery at the Prince of Wales Hospital. He was
recipient of the fellowship award of the American
Society for Head and Neck Surgery in 1984. He is
currently a fellow of the American Society for Head
and Neck Surgery, the Royal College of Surgeons of
Canada, and the Hong Kong Surgical Society, and he
is a member of the Society of Parenteral and Enteral
Nutrition, the Pan Pacific Surgical Association, the
Society of Head and Neck Surgeons, and the
International Association of Endocrine Surgeons.

D r . Tay Lian-soo
Senior

Lecturer, Department
of

Language

and

Chinese
Literature

Dr. Tay Lian-soo is a
Malaysian Chinese. He
graduated f r o m the
National Taiwan University
in 1971 with a
DLitt degree, and took
up teaching at the
University of Malaya at
different times as lecturer, associate professor, and
head of department for about seventeen years. He
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frequently visited and gave lectures at overseas
universities including the University of London, the
University of Tokyo, the Waseda University and the
University of Hong Kong. He also served as external
examiner and as assessor of research papers for
universities and research institutions. During 1980-84,
Dr. Tay was invited by the Geneological Society of
Utah in the United States to supervise the research
field work on the geneologies, documentations and
historical data and burial records of the Chinese people
in Malaysia. His research efforts and contributions
earned him warm appreciation of the Geneological
Society of Utah. Dr. Tay returned to National Taiwan
University as visiting professor in 1982 and he
initiated a course on the authentication of classical
Chinese texts. This was the first time such a course
was offered in tertiary institutions.
Dr. Tay's earlier research activities were
focussed mainly on Chinese textual criticism, and had
a number of publications under his authorship,
including 'Textual Criticism on Huai-nan-tze'(淮南子
校理），'Textual Criticism on Sun-tze'(孫子校補），
‘Selected Papers on Bamboo and Silk Manuscripts'
(竹簡帛書論文集）and 'Textual Criticism on Lao-tze'
(老子新校).From the 1980s onwards, he has also
devoted much of his efforts to the authentication of
classical Chinese texts. 'The Political Thoughts of
Shang-yang and His School'(喬鞅及其學派）and
'Authentication of Classical Chinese Text'(古籍辨僞
學)are among his recent publications.
Dr. Tay is also interested in the history of
Chinese activities in Singapore and Malaysia, and has
to date published three books on this subject in
Singapore and Malaysia.

M r . Chan L i k - m a n
Lecturer,
Department
of Social Work

Mr. Chan Lik-man is a
graduate of the Department
of Sociology and
Social Work, Chung
Chi College, The
Chinese University of
Hong Kong in 1969. He
j o i n e d the Social
Welfare Department in
the same year to take up
duties in community development, social group work
and social work training.
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In 1977, Mr. Chan joined the Hong Kong
Polytechnic as a lecturer in the Department of Applied
Social Studies until September 1988, when he joined
the University as a lecturer. During the eleven years
with the Hong Kong Polytechnic, he went to UK in
1981-82 for further studies and obtained his master
degree in social and community work studies from the
University of Bradford.
Mr. Chan specializes in social work with groups,
children and youth work, as well as services for the
handicapped. Most of his papers published and
research are related to these areas. At present, he is
planning to launch a study on the female in deviant
youth gangs. Mr. Chan participates rather actively in
voluntary social services and is currently vicechairman on the Advisory Committee of the Hong
Kong Association of the Deaf.

D r . Peter L a p - M i n g L i u
Lecturer, Department
Computer Science

of

Dr. Peter Lap-Ming Liu
was bom in Hong Kong.
He
received
his
secondary school education at Wah Yan
College, Hong Kong.
In 1979, he went to
the U n i v e r s i t y
of
Wisconsin, Eau Claire
in the United States for
his undergraduate studies, and transferred to the
University of Texas at Austin in 1981. He graduated
with a BA degree in computer science in 1983. He
then went to the University of Pennsylvania for
graduate studies in computer science. After obtaining
the PhD degree in June 1988, he joined the
Department of Computer Science of The Chinese
University of Hong Kong.
Dr. Liu's major research interests are software
development for parallel/distributed processing,
automatic programme generation, and specification
languages. Recently he and two other lecturers were
given a grant by the Engineering Research Committee
for a research project to work on ‘a specification-based
neural network simulation environment'. Meanwhile,
he is supervising and co-supervising three MPhil
research projects on automatic generation of exception
handlers, specification of neural networks, and
debugging logic programmes.

Gifts and Donations
The University has recently received from local and
overseas individuals and foundations
the following
gifts and donations in support of its programmes and
projects:

(1) From Dr. Dennis Hui on behalf of Yeung Shing
Land Investment Co., Ltd. HK$300,000 for the
New Asia College Endowment Fund.
(2) F r o m Banca Popolare di Bergamo
approximately Lit 4,800,000 for the award of
four scholarships to students for short-term
studies at the Institut Universitario di Bergamo,
Italy, in summer 1989.
(3) From The Jackie Chan Charitable Foundation:
(a) HK$20,000 for the establishment of a
M i n i g r a n t Fund to support student
projects in the areas of music, drama,
dance and public speaking; and
(b) HK$30,000 annually for the award of six
scholarships to two students each from the
Departments of Music, Fine Arts, and
Journalism and Communication, with
effect from 1988-89.
(4) From Chou's Foundation HK$20,000 for the
establishment of a student campus work scheme
in 1988-89.
(5) From Duty Free Shoppers International Limited
HK$6,200 for the award of a scholarship to an
M B A student in 1988-89.
(6) From Hitachi Hong Kong Ltd. HK$80,000 for
the establishment of an endowment fund, the
accrued interests from which will be used to set
up two scholarships to be awarded to
second-year students i n the Integrated
Engineering Programme annually with effect
from 1989-90.
(7) From The Incorporated Trustees of the Wah Kiu
Yat Po Fund for the Relief of Underprivileged
Children an annual donation of HK$6,200 for
the award of a Wah Kiu Yat Po Scholarship in
Communication to an M.Phil. student in
communication (increased from 1988-89 from
HK$4,000).
(8) From The Hong Kong Pathology Society
HK$ 1,000 annually for five years with effect
from 1988-89 for the award of a prize to a
medical student.

(9) From Mr. Frank L. Kwok further donation of
HK$400,000 to an endowment fund totalling
HK$500,000, the accrued interests from which
will be used for the award of ten scholarships
annually to undergraduates with effect from
1988-89.
(10) From T.S. Tong & Co. HK$3,000 for a T.S.
Tong & Co. Scholastic Achievement Award of
HK$ 1,000 annually for the M B A Programmes
for three years from 1989-90.
(11) From University Lodge of Hong Kong No.
3666, E.C., HK$5,000 for the award of one to
two University Lodge Masonic Bursaries for
1988-89.
(12) From Abbott Laboratories Ltd. HK$30,000 for
the study of Terazosin undertaken by the
Department of Medicine.
(13) F r o m A s t r a Pharmaceuticals Sweden
HK$ 10,000 for the neonatal research projects
undertaken by the Department of Paediatrics.
(14) From Bayer China Co. Ltd. HK$20,000 for
research undertaken by the Department of
Microbiology.
(15) From Beijing-Hong Kong Academic Exchange
Centre:
(a) H K $ 7 , 5 0 0 for a research project
undertaken by Dr. Tso Wung-wai of the
Department of Biochemistry;
(b) HK$80,000 for a conference jointly
organized by the Faculty of Business
Administration and the Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences, China, in January
1989; and
(c) HK$4,800 for an international conference
under the Japan Study Programme
organized by the Centre for Contemporary
Asian Studies in May 1989.
(16) From two separate donors contributions to the
Department of Orthopaedics and Traumatology
for educational and research purposes:
(a) HK$10,000 from Mr. K.Y. Cheng; and
(b) HK$2,000 from Mr. Ng Wang-chi.
(17) From The Croucher Foundation:
(a) Further donation of HK$138,000 for a
research project undertaken by Dr. T.Y.
Luh of the Department of Chemistry;
(b) HK$714,540 for a research project
undertaken by Dr. Dolly Huang of the
Department of Morbid Anatomy and Dr.
Lau Ching Ching of the Department of
Pharmacology;
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

H K $ 1 5 5 , 0 0 0 f o r a research project
undertaken by Dr. Lee Chi-ming of the
Department of Biochemistry;
HK$1,600,000 for a research project
undertaken by Dr. Walter K.K. Ho of the
D e p a r t m e n t of B i o c h e m i s t r y , in
cooperation w i t h the Department of
Biology, Zhongshan University;
H K $ 7 0 , 0 0 0 f o r a research p r o j e c t
undertaken by the D e p a r t m e n t of
Community and Family Medicine;
HK$50,000 in support of the visit of Dr.
Duncan R. Clark to Hong Kong at the
invitation of the Vice-Chancellor; and
HK$700,000 as the first payment of a
three-year donation of HK$2,100,000 for
the appointment of a visiting professor in
information technology from 1989.

(18) From Farmitalia Carlo Erba (HK) Ltd. further
donation of HK$30,000 for a study undertaken
by the Department of Medicine.
(19) From the French Government HK$25,400 for
research purposes i n the Department of
Anthropology.
(20) From GD Searle & Co. further donation of
HK$5,000 for research undertaken by the
Department of Microbiology.
(21) From General Foods Worldwide Coffee and
International, U S A , US$20,000 for a
postgraduate studentship/research fellowship
programme set up jointly with the donor at the
Department of Biology for two years from
January 1989.
(22) From Glaxo Hong K o n g L i m i t e d to the
Department of Surgery:
(a) H K $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0
for
research
and
development purposes; and
(b) HK$78,148 to sponsor two staff members
to attend an international congress in
Rome in September 1988.
(23) From Hoechst China Ltd. US$12,000 for a study
undertaken by the Department of Medicine.

(b)

(c)

Medicine;
HK$4,000 for a visiting scholars fund of
the Department of Orthopaedics and
Traumatology; and
HK$3,500 to sponsor a visiting professor
to give a lecture for the Department of
Community and Family Medicine in
October 1988.

(27) From Kansai Economic Research Centre, Japan,
US$1,925 for a research project undertaken
jointly by the Departments of General Business
Management & Personnel Management,
Accounting & Finance，and Economics, and the
donor.
(28) From Mr. Law Chung Wan HK$ 100,000 for
research purposes i n the Department of
Medicine.
(29) From Lee Hysan Foundation Ltd. HK$300,000
for the establishment of a special project fund in
the Art Gallery.
(30) From Mr. T.N. Ling HK$20,000 for a study
undertaken by the Centre for Hong Kong
Studies.
(31) From Mrs. Lo Mak Hau-chong HK$2,000 for a
research project undertaken by the Department
of Biochemistry.
(32) From Merck Sharp and Dohme (Asia) Ltd.:
(a) HK$447,000 for a study undertaken by the
Department of Medicine;
(b) HK$330,000 for a research project undertaken
by the Department of Community
and Family Medicine;
(c)
HK$60,000 for a clinical project undertaken
by the Department of Medicine; and
(d) Further donation of HK$31,200 for a
study undertaken by the Departments of
Medicine and Microbiology.
(33) From Roche Asian Research Foundation
HK$10,000 for a research project undertaken by
the Department of Community and Family
Medicine.

(24) From The Hong Kong Anti-Cancer Society
HK$22,460 for a research project undertaken by
the Department of Morbid Anatomy.

(34) From various donors contributions totalling
HK$232,870, US$100 and £100 for the Hong
Kong Paediatric Bone Marrow Transplant Fund
of the Department of Paediatrics.

(25) From Hua Wah (Shipping) Co., Ltd. HK$8,000
for a research programme undertaken by the
Centre for Contemporary Asian Studies.

(35) From Wideland Foundation Ltd. HK$500,000
for the establishment of a memorial fund in the
Department of Surgery.

(26) From Janssen Pharmaceutica:
(a) H K $ 6 0 0 , 0 0 0 f o r a research project
undertaken by the D e p a r t m e n t of
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(36) From W o r l d Health Organization further
donation of US$12,222 for a research project
j o i n t l y undertaken by the Department of

Community and Family Medicine and the
donor.

(b)

(37) From Yue Xiu Enterprises Ltd. HK$30,000 for a
research project undertaken by the Centre for
Contemporary Asian Studies.

(c)
(d)

(38) From Xing Xia Co. Ltd. HK$50,000 for a
research project undertaken by the Centre for
Contemporary Asian Studies.
(39) From a group of alumni a donation of
HK$10,450 towards the Biology Alumnus Fund,
to be used for general purposes for the benefit of
the students of the Department of Biology.
(40) From A M Medica Communications, Ltd.
US$1,500 as sponsorship for the provision of
secretarial services to the Merck Sharp and
Dohme International Conference organized
through the Department of Medicine in France
in July 1989.
(41) From Amateur Sports Federation and Olympic
Committee of Hong Kong HK$10,000 for a
conference jointly organized by the Physical
Education Unit and the International Society of
Comparative Physical Education and Sport in
August 1988.
(42) From the following donors contributions for a
conference on philosophy organized by the
Department of Philosophy in October 1988:
(a) HK$5,000 from Mr. Au Chung-kit; and
(b) HK$15,000 from K.C. Wong Education
Foundation Ltd.
(43) From JCG Finance Co., Ltd. HK$20,000 for an
international conference under the Japan Study
Programme organized by the Centre for
Contemporary Asian Studies in May 1989.
(44) From the following donors contributions for a
workshop on cardiology organized by the
Department of Medicine in November 1988:
(a) HK$10,000 from Boehringer Ingelheim
(Hong Kong) Ltd.;
(b) HK$10,000 from Cordis Neich Ltd.；
(c) HK$10,000 from Hoechst China Ltd.；
(d) HK$5,000 from Medtronic International
Ltd.; and
(e) HK$5,000 from Jardine Danby Ltd.
(45) From Jardine Danby Ltd. HK$2,000 for the
cardiac seminars organized by the Department
of Medicine in December 1988.
(46) From the following donors contributions for
postgraduate educational activities organized by
the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology:
(a) HK$2,000 from Bristol-Myers (HK) Ltd.;

HK$2,000 f r o m Goodman Medical
Supplies Ltd.;
HK$1,000 from Pfizer Corporation; and
HK$2,000 from Wyeth (HK) Ltd.

(47) From Ms. Alice Cheng, Yung Shing Enterprise
Co., further donation of HK$4,880 to sponsor
t w o scholars f r o m the U n i v e r s i t y of
International Business and Economics, Beijing,
for an attachment to the Faculty of Business
Administration from September to December
1988.
(48) From Essex Asia Ltd.:
(a) HK$5,980 to sponsor a staff member of
the Department of Medicine to attend two
congresses in Seoul, Korea, in October
1988; and
(b) US$1,200 to sponsor a staff member of the
Department of Surgery to attend a
congress in Penang, Malaysia, in February
1989.
(49) From Goethe-Institut Hong Kong HK$3,000 for
a seminar organized by the Centre for
Contemporary Asian Studies in November
1988.
(50) From Mr. Albert Cheung, Grand Textile Co.,
Ltd. HK$1,000 for the publication of the
proceedings of an international conference
organized by the Department of Anthropology
in December 1988.
(51) F r o m The H o n g k o n g Bank Foundation
HK$28,500 for the 1989 Intervarsity Debating
Contest held in March 1989.
(52) From I C I Pharmaceuticals HK$26,000 to
sponsor a staff member of the Department of
Medicine to present paper at an international
symposium in Cambridge, UK, in September
1988.
(53) From Jebsen & Co., Ltd. HK$9,090.80 to
sponsor a staff member of the Department of
Paediatrics to attend a congress in Singapore in
November 1988.
(54) From Jubilee Sports Centre HK$3,819 for a
programme undertaken by the Department of
Medicine.
(55) From the following donors contributions for
conferences organized by the Chinese Law
Programme of the Centre for Contemporary
Asian Studies:
(a) HK$53,299.60 from Messrs. David K.M.
Lai, L i Man Wah and Ma Siu Lam; and
(b) HK$67,000 from Mr. T.N. Ling.
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(56) From The Linguistic Society of Hong Kong
HK$2,500 for an international conference
organized by the Department of Anthropology
in December 1988.
(57) From Mr. Liu Lit-man HK$100,000 for New
Asia College's 40th anniversary celebration
programmes and other activities.
(58) From Ming Yu Foundation HK$234,000 for
New Asia College.
(59) From Olympus Optical Co., Ltd. HK$7,640 to
sponsor a staff member of the Department of
Medicine to attend a conference in India from
28th October to 1st November, 1988.

(c)

(60) From Sandoz Pharmaceuticals Ltd. HK$4,500 to
sponsor a staff member of the Department of
Medicine to attend a congress in Beijing in
September 1989.
(61) From Shung Yuen Land Investment Co., Ltd.
HK$600,000 for educational and general
purposes for the Department of Medicine.
(62) F r o m Squibb (Far East) L i m i t e d to the
Department of Medicine:
(a)
HK$9,100 to sponsor a staff member to
attend a congress in Vienna, Austria, from
28th August to 1st September, 1988; and
(b) H K $ 2 0 , 0 0 0 f o r the subscription of
medical journals.
(63) From Telectronics (HK) Ltd. further donation of
HK$70,333.41 for the laser seminar and
workshop of the Department of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology in November 1988.
(64) From Trustees of Lingnan University:
(a) US$43,500 for the Comparative Literature
Research Unit's exchange programme
with China in 1988-89; and
(b) U S $ 4 0 , 0 0 0 f o r the Programme of
Academic Visitors
(management
teachers) from China for 1988-89.
(65) From Wen Wei Po Limited a donation of
HK$5,500 for a mandarin debating contest
between the Zhongshan University and The
Chinese University of Hong Kong in December
1988.
(66) From the following donors contributions to
Chung Chi College from April to October 1988:
(a)

(b)
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From United Board for Christian Higher
Education in Asia, HK$163,000 towards
the Christian Education Fund.
F r o m the f o l l o w i n g donors f o r
scholarships:
—HK$24,000 from Chekiang First Bank

(d)

Ltd.;
- H K $ 6 , 0 0 0 from Union Carbide Asia
Ltd.;
- H K $ 5 , 4 0 0 from Chinese Christian
Universities Alumni Association;
—HK$3,200 from Chung Chi Alumni
Association;
- H K $ 1 , 0 0 0 from The Church of Christ
in China, H K Council;
—HK$10,800 from Sir Quo-wei Lee; and
- H K $ 8 , 0 0 0 from Dr. Ho Tim.
From the following donors for the Dr. C.T.
Yung Memorial Scholarship:
—HK$1,000 from Mr. Ngan Lung;
-HK$1，000 from Mrs. Leung Choy Yuk
Tsang;
- H K $ 1 , 0 0 0 from Mr Sze Kit Sum/Mr.
Chan Wan Tat;
- H K $ 1 , 0 0 0 from Mr. Yiu Chee Cheong;
—HK$1,000 from Mr. Lo Wai Ming;
—HK$1，000 from Mr. Pang Yuk Wing;
- H K $ 5 0 0 from Mr. Yau Chuen Loi;
- H K $ 5 0 0 from Mr. Mo Ping Kui;
- H K $ 2 0 0 from Ms. Luk Sau Ling;
— H K $ 2 0 0 from Mr. Suen King Feng;
and
—HK$150 from Mr. Cheung Wai Shing.
From the f o l l o w i n g donors for the
Theology Division:
—HK$2,000 from The Church of Christ
in China, Mongkok Church;
- H K $ 2 , 7 2 9 from Dr. Charles H. Long;
- H K $ 4 , 0 0 0 f r o m South East Asia
Graduate School of Theology, H K
Area;
- H K $ 1 7 0 , 0 0 0 from The Church of
Christ in China, H K Council;
—HK$27,500 from Mr. Tso Man-kin;
- H K $ 1 5 , 7 5 0 from A l l Saints，Church;
- H K $ 5 0 , 0 0 0 from Ms. Ho Ling Shan;
—HK$500 from an anonymous donor;
- H K $ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 f r o m Tsung T s i n
Mission;
—HK$30,176 from United Church of
Canada;
- H K $ 3 9 , 8 7 0 f r o m the Council for
World Mission;
- H K $ 4 6 , 1 3 7 from Presbyterian Church;
- H K $ 1 4 , 0 0 0 from Anglican Church;
- H K $ 9 , 6 0 1 from Kau Yan Church;
- H K $ 1 9 5 from Sai Kung Tsung Tsin
Church; and
一 HK$2,000 from Rev. Daniel Chow.

Sealing clay in terracotta,

East Han (Art Gallery

Collection)

